A reminder to relax, unwind, be calm and take time for yourself. Treat yourself by adding a decorative accent to your home, or try a non-toxic candle to burn on a cozy night. - Sophia Marie

"Scissors in hand, I am always finding ways to improve what was once forgotten. Rip & stitch. My name is Sophia Marie and I give clothes a second life." - Sophia Marie

A coloring book that follows a queer artist’s true journey from childhood to the pandemic. - Paul GalloSF

Garments that have a classic and timeless quality. Loves to upcycle and redesign. - Kamal Ragbotra

I offer fashion photography services to students interested in having photos taken of their designs. I would love to help to expand my network and meet new talented people. - Brandi Moore

The creative's you’ll meet here are all incredibly talented in many different ways. They too have found their passion and feel it's important to capture a moment and tell your story through their creative abilities. - Brandi Moore

"We sell pieces from our own closets as well as pieces curated to tell our own queer, femme, personal stories." - Visualista

A coloring book that follows a queer artist’s true journey from childhood to the pandemic. - Kamal Ragbotra

I offer fashion photography services to students interested in having photos taken of their designs. I would love to help to expand my network and meet new talented people. - Brandi Moore
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www.aliveshoes.com/chic-n-pink/

Kemily Visuals

www.kemilyvisuals.com/store

I offer fashion photography services to students interested in having photos taken of their designs. I would love to help to expand my network and meet new talented people. - Kemily Visuals

I offer fashion photography services to students interested in having photos taken of their designs. I would love to help to expand my network and meet new talented people. - Kemily Visuals

www.aliveshoes.com/chic-n-pink/

I offer fashion photography services to students interested in having photos taken of their designs. I would love to help to expand my network and meet new talented people. - Kemily Visuals